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correct_model_levels  Correct model levels

Description
Correct level names for modelling and in the use of ROC curve/AUC.

Usage
correct_model_levels(data)

Arguments
data  String with level names.

Value
Corrected level names.

Examples
```r
data <- data.frame(id = c(1,2,3),
                   name = c("Alice","Bob","Charlie"),
                   gender = factor(c("Female","Male","Female"), levels = c("Female","Male")))
correct_model_levels(data)
# returns a data frame with factor levels of the variable gender corrected to "Female" and "Male"

data <- data.frame(id = c(1,2,3),
                   name = c("Alice","Bob","Charlie"),
                   gender = factor(c("Female","Male","Female")))
correct_model_levels(data)
# returns a data frame with factor levels of the variable gender corrected to "F" and "M"
```

strict_left_join  strict_left_join

Description
A wrapper around dplyr's left_join, with an error message if duplicate values are present in the matching fields in y. This will prevent duplicating rows. See dplyr::left_join.

Usage
strict_left_join(x, y, by = NULL, ...)

strict_left_join

Arguments

- **x**: data frame x (left)
- **y**: data frame y (right)
- **by**: unquoted variable names to join.
- ... Pass further arguments to dplyr::left_join

Value

merged data frame

See Also

left_join

Examples

```r
left_df <- data.frame(id = c(1, 2, 3), name = c("Alice", "Bob", "Charlie"))
right_df <- data.frame(id = c(1, 2, 4), age = c(20, 25, 30))
strict_left_join(left_df, right_df, by = "id")
```
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